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7 0 B e c ko n s !
Brian Hope reports on progress on the LAA Round Britain Tour,
cross-Channel fly-out and September's LAA Rally

T

he LAA 70th Anniversary Relay
and Tour of Britain has received a
great response so thank you to the
members from all points of the UK
who have been signing up to fly
either the whole event, or join us as we pass
near their area. We have had members from
Inverness to Goodwood signing up, and two
or three aircraft are even planning on coming
over from Poland to join in the fun.
And remember, the event is organised to be
as flexible as you want to make it. You can start
at Duxford on 27 August and complete the
entire route over the next six days, ending up
at Sywell for the Rally on Friday, 2 September,
or you can join and leave at any point that suits
you. With Monday 29 August being a Bank
Holiday you could, for instance, have three
days of flying, including the Scottish section,
and still be back home for work on Tuesday!
The route shown is the suggested one
with lunch/night stops (where the resident
restaurant/cafe have been informed) but if you
want to call in somewhere else nearby and see
a friend, please do so, it is not a rigid route.
We show Inverness for example, and that

is an aiming point for the eastern end of The
Great Glen but you don’t have to land there.
You can leave Perth, head for Inverness and
turn down the Glen to land at Oban at the far
end. And if the weather is doubtful, or your
own preference is not to fly near high ground,
then you can route south from Perth and then
cross directly to Carlisle or Barton. The choice
is yours.
Sherburn-in-Elmet, Barton, Henstridge,
Dunkeswell and Rochester – the airfields we
are using for overnight stops – all have LAA
Struts based at or near.
Fenland, Fishburn, Eshott, Caernarfon,
Shobdon, Bodmin, Land’s End, Compton
Abbas, Old Sarum, Popham, Goodwood and
Sandown are aware of our passage and are
ready to supply fuel, and have food available
for lunch or pit stops, if you want to drop in.
The airfields we are visiting have certainly
risen to the challenge. Sherburn-in-Elmet for
instance, has said it will have a couple of
resident engineers available on the Saturday
evening, to help with any matters with your
aircraft if the need arises. Everybody is
committed to making the event run smoothly

and provide camaraderie and fun.
You will note that we have had to change
from our original suggested stop at Kirkbride
on the Monday to Carlisle, due to fuel issues.
Carlisle is very much looking forward to seeing
us. It has a nice cafe and also an on-site air
museum, which will be open as we plan to be
there on the Bank Holiday Monday.
For the LAA, Neil Wilson will be
accompanying the tour and will be acting as
the main co-ordinator, so will be on hand to
ensure things go as smoothly as possible.
Camping is allowed on all of the night stops
(sorry, not at Duxford prior to the start) and
there are hotels and B&Bs nearby where local
taxis or Strut members are willing to take you to
them and collect in the morning if required.
So why not join in the fun? Take a day or
take a week, whichever you choose you will
meet new friends and have some fun. Please
contact Neil Wilson at neil.wilson@laa.uk.com
to register your interest and he will then be
able to keep you in the loop, plus give the
airfields some idea of numbers to help them
better cater for our needs
Fingers crossed for some good weather!

LAA Rally help wanted
More than ever we live busy lives and
certainly the digital age has dramatically
changed the way we spend our ‘spare’ time.
Demands on that time seem greater than ever
and sometimes finding people to lend a hand is
difficult. I am an optimist though so I am going
to ask you all to dig deep and see if any of
you are able to provide a little help for our 70th
Anniversary Rally in early September.
We urgently need a few more exhibits for the
Homebuilder Centre, examples of composite
and metal part complete aircraft in particular,
but interesting engines and any airframe

components would also be very welcome. The
Homebuilder Centre is always a very popular
exhibit, but it doesn’t happen by accident
and if people don’t come forward with parts
and projects to fill it, it won’t happen! If you
can help, please contact Dudley Pattison on
dudleypattison@gmail.com
We are also seeking a small number of classic
motorcycles to be displayed with LAA aircraft
through the seven decades of our history. A call
for help on this last month didn’t yield a single
response, which as rather disappointing given
the synergy there is between motorbikes and

aeroplanes. If you can help please contact
Nigel Ramsay at nigel_ramsay@yahoo.com
And finally we need help to set up on the day
before the Rally, Thursday 1 September, and at
the close of play on Sunday 4, and Monday 5
to help break down and clear up. A few extra
hands make all the difference so please contact
penny.sharpe@laa.uk.com if you can spare a
few hours.
Your help will make our 70th Anniversary Rally
an event to remember, please don’t assume
‘somebody else’ will provide what is required,
they all too often don’t!

Well, the weekend of 25-26 June sees a return
of the cross-Channel training day. Saturday is
penned in as the day of the actual event with
Sunday as a fallback in case of poor weather.
Please note this is only a single day event. If we
are able to run on the Saturday there will be no
trip on the Sunday!
More than 30 LAA members have signed
up for the trip, which will start from Rochester

in Kent, take the participants over to Abbeville
Airfield in northern France, and then bring them
back to Rochester.
The Kent Strut will be looking after the
paperwork and will offer guidance and help. If
you have registered previously you should have
received information by the time you read this
magazine, please contact me at
brian.hope@laa.uk.com if you haven’t.

Cross-Channel Fly-out
Some years ago the Kent Strut organised
annual cross-Channel training days to give
guidance to those pilots who had never
ventured across the 22 miles of water to
mainland Europe. Like many things, the longer
you put something off, the more of a hurdle
it appears but once you have tackled the
issue head on you realise you were worrying
unnecessarily.
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